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概要:
Deep devastation is felt when privacy is breached, personal information is lost, or property is
stolen. Now imagine that all of this can happen at once, and the victim is unaware of its
occurrence until much later. This is the reality, as increasing amount of electronic devices
are used as keys, wallets and files. Security attacks targeting embedded systems illegally
gain access to information or destroy information. Such threats in embedded systems could
be classified by the means used to launch attacks. Typical launch methods are physical,
logical/software-based and side-channel/lateral attacks. Physical attacks refer to
unauthorized physical access to the embedded system itself and are feasible only when the
attacker has direct access to the system. Logical attacks exploit weaknesses in logical
systems such as software or a cryptographic protocol to gain access to unauthorized
information. Logical attacks are deployed easily against systems, which are able to
download and execute software and have vulnerabilities in their design. Side-channel
attacks are performed by observing properties of the system (such as power consumption,
electromagnetic emission, etc.) while the system performs cryptographic operations.
The talk gives an overview of the most popular attacks on embedded computing systems,
and some countermeasures against logical and side-channel attacks.
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